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Introduction 

At present the ~SR-method is successfully used to study 

various physical processes and chemical reactions in 

condensed matter and gases11
-

41 This paper considers a 

possibility of using the ~-SR-method to study hyperfine 

interaction of impurity paramagnetic atoms in semiconductors 

and presents the experimental results for Si ~ It is rather 

difficult to use the EPR-method in investigations of this 

kind with semiconductors of the diamond structure. (Si, Ge) as 

magnetic moments of electrons in paramagnetic centres have a 

high relaxation rate. 

Implanted in a medium, negative muons, are slowed down 

and captured by high-excited level of· the medium atoms. In 

condensed media the muons get to the ground state through 

Auger and radiative transitions in less than 10- 10 s. The 

muon being abcJUt 200 times as heavy as the electron, the 

radius of its orbit in the 15-state is about 200 times 

smaller than that of the electron in the 18-st.::.te. The muon 

screens a unity of the nuclear charge, so the r!lUOn atom can 

be regarded aE an atom consisting of a (Z+Jl,-) ?Seudonucleus 

and (Z-1) elect,rons. In a medium the muon '.ltom simulates an 

impurity atom with the nuclear charge ( Z-1). It is important 

that initially polarized muons keep part of their initial 

polarization until they reach the lS-stat~~ Thw_:, the (Z+~- \ 

pseudonucleus appears to be polarized (we consider a casd 

with the zero spin of the initial nucleu~;). One can 

experimentally follow the changes in its polarl~ation within 

the 10-8 -;- 10- 5 s time interval and thus study hyperfine 

interaction o:.: t-he pseudonuclear spin with the ele~tron 

shell. It allc•ws one to investigate processes of scat,tering 

of charge carriers by paramagnetic centres ~nct to study fast 
'"3 , I 

physico-chemical processes in semiconductorf~,' '' 

When ~- Etops in silicon, the resulting n.t. Jn atom is ~~~ 

analogue of the aluminium impurity atom. Rt~r acement o£ 

lattice- atom Z by a (Z-1) atom in silicon is lu::.wn to result 
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in an acceptor centre. The acceptor level fo.r Al in Si is in 

the forbidden zone above the ·valence zone at 

E =57 meV
171

. 
a 

Transition of a muon from the excited to 

a distance 

the ground 

state occurs with emission of Auger electrons and mesic 

X-rays. As a result. the muon atom gets recoil energy. For 

example. the recoil energy resulting from a 2p ::::} ls 

transition of a muon in Si E = E2 ·(2M2 .c
2 )-

1 ~ 3.2 eV 
r 1 

(E = E(2p::::} ls) = 411 keV). This energy is not enough to 

displace a muon atom from the lattice node if the electron 

shell after the Auger transitions is Completely restored. 

In ref. [8] they observed a decrease in the muon spin 

precession amplitude in an external magnetic field at 

t-emperatures below 30 K and precession in a zero magnetic 

field at a temperature of, 6 K. A conclusion was drawn that 

displacement of the recoil nucleus during Auger and radiative 

transition_s gives rise to Frenkel pairs, and the muon atom in 

the form of J.lAl++ or JlAl stays at the int.erstitial site for a 

while. As the temperature decreases, the lifetime of the 

Frenkel pair increases without going beyond 10-
9 

s. So 

hyperfine interaction of the muon spin with the electron 

shell 

muon. 

in Al++ 
~ 

or Jl-Al results in smaller polarization of a 

The electron moment of an acceptor centre in a 

nondeformed silicon crystal lS known to relax fast
191

, which 

is a serious obstacle for the EPR-study of acceptor centres 

in silicon. The relaxation rate of the acceptor electron 

moment increases with temperature, and at V 0 >> Oh£ (Qh£ is 

the hyperfine coupling constant) the hyperfine coupling must 

be observed to break though the impurity centre does not 

change i t.s charge state in this case. The behaviour of the 

impurity atom gAl will be similar to that of the muonium in 

doped semiconductors. The only difference is that the moment 

projection of the acceptor electron shell may have four 

different val~es1101 and th8 relaxatic'n rate of the elect.ron 

moment must Pe mUch higher than that. of the muonium. 

2 

Under these conditions the relaxation rate of muon 

polarization at a frequency close to that of free muon spin 

precession can be estimated as1111 

2 -1 
A" Qhf. IBVol . ( 1) 

Besides, a paramagnetic frequency shift must be observed161 : 

~W/W = lg~BI ·hQhf. 112~~~ ·4kT)- 1 , 12) 

where g is the Lande factor for the acceptor centre in Si. 

Attention should be paid to the fact that 

acceptor centre in Si the g factor is a tensor. 

estimation one can take g oc 1191 . Then the 

paramagnetic shift is ~W/llJ a: 10-2 . 

for tl!e 

In rough 

expected 

Experimental set-up 

JINR 
with 

The experiment 

phasotron1121 . 

the impurity 

was carried in 

The target was 

concentration 

a muon beam of the LNP 

made of p-type silicon 

~2-10 13 
cm- 3 . Specific 

resistance was ~100 n· em. The target was 

68 mm in diameter and 2. 46 g· cm- 2 thick. 
shaped as a disc 

The measureinents 

LNP
1131 

in the were made in the ~SR-installation at the 

temperature range 4.2-;- 300 K in an external magnetic field 

of 0. 08 T transverse t.o the muon spin d1rection. The ext.ernal 

magnetic field was monitored by a 

measurements the field instability 

NMR 
was 

sensor. 
-4 ±3· 10 -

During the 

The target 

temperature was stabilized to an accuracy of ±0.1 K. The muon 

beam hits the target perpendicularly to the disc plane_ The 

rate of stops in the target was about 104 s - 1 • Electrons 

produced in the decay of ~ were registered by two telescopes 

of scintillation counters. In each measurement about 4-107 

events were recorded. 

Results and discussion 

The time distribution of decays electrons is described 

by the following function: 
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-t/t -At ~ ~ 
Nft) = N

0
·e • [1 + CX.·e ;Cos(Wt+<.y)] + 'i'(t) + NC' ( 3) 

where t is the lifetime of the muon ~- in the 15-state of Si: 

W, ~ are the frequency and initial phase of muon spin 
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Fig. 1. Time distribution of electrons from the J1 * e 

decay in Si at T = 17.5 K and 270 K. The experimental data 

are corrected for the decay exponent, contributions from 

components with no relation to Si are eliminated. The curves 

are plotted by the least squares method. 
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precession in the magnetic field; CX. is the asymmetry 

coefficient of decay electro_ns; ~(t) is term to take into 

account electrons arising from the decay of muons stopped ~n 

a counter before the target and in a copper container; NC is 

the constant background. 

In fig. 1 there are recorded spectra of electrons from 

the j.l- decay in Si at room temperature and at 17.5 K. The 

data are corrected for the finite lifetime of the muon, and 

the <11 1 (t),
 N0 contributions are removed from them. The curve 

corresponds to the parameters obtained from the experimental 

data by the least squares method. 

The values of the asymmetry coefficient ~ and the 

relaxation rate A obtained for different temperatures are 

shown in tab. 1 and fig. 2. As follows from the data, the 

value of the asymmetr~ coefficient is close to the one 

predicted by the cascade theory of dep6larization1141 and is 

practically independent of the temperature. Muon spin 

relaxation was not found at room temperature while it Was 

observed at temperatures below 30 K. Its rate increaSed as 

the temperature decreased, and at liquid helium temperature 

the apparatus resolution did not allow it to be measured. In 

the region T < 30 K the relaxation rate data are well 

described by the relationship A= B·T-q, wher~ q = 2.75. The 

power dependence of A with q close to 3 may indicate an 

essential role of the phonon mechanism in relaxation of the 

electron moment of the acceptor centre. 

Our results for p-type Si with the impurity 

concentration 2·1013 cm- 3 essentially differ from the 

results181 for p-type and n-type Si with the impurity 

concentration 1.4·1014 cm-3 and 2.5·1014 cm- 3 respectively. 

In ref. [8] muon spin relaxation was not observed, the 

asymmetry coefficient in the range from room temperature to 

30 K was constant, then decreased with the temperature. 

Q 8 -1 . 9 -1 
If- we take hf=21C· 6. 5·10 s ~ 4· 10 e (experimental 

value of the muon spin precession frequency in a zero 

external magnetic field is equal to 650 MHz 181 ), and the muon 

spin relaxation rate to be equal to our value of A at 15 K. 
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T, K 

10 

15 

17.5 

20 

25 

30 

270 

Table 1 

Cl.·102 -1 1\. )ls 

4.2 ± 0.7 4.90 ± 1.00 

3.6 ± 0.2 L05 ± 0.17 

3.8 ± 0.2 1.07 ± 0. 16 

3.8 ± 0.2 0.66 ± 0.07 

3.7 ± 0.2 0.48 ± 0.10 

3.9 ± 0.2 0.18 ± 0.08 

3.8 ± 0.1 0.04 ± 0.04 

Fig. 2. Asymmetry coefficient 

a of the ).1. =i> e decay 
electrons and muon spin 

relaxation rate 1\ 
as a function of 

t.emperature in Si. 
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then from formula (1) we obtain the relaxation rate for the 

electron shell moment of the impurity muon atom tO be 

V o: 101 2 em -
1 

. This value of V for the impurity acceptor in 
0 0 

silicon seems to be quite reasonable. 

Determining I:J.w we did not use the data for T = 10 K 
because the accuracy in determination of W decreases as the 

~ muon ~pin relaxation rate increases. From the (I:J.W/W) data in 

fig. 3 one can draw a conclusion that the ·possible value of 

the paramagnetic shift does not exceed 10-3 . This value does 

not contradict the above-mentioned rough estimation. 
Actually, formula ( 2) involves an averaged value of 

g-factors, which in their turn depend on local deformations· 

in the crystal and orientation of its axes with respect to 

the magnetic field. Besides, both the g-factor and .Qhf may 

depend on the temperature. 

Thus. our results are in quite good agreement with the 

assumption that the muon atom ~Al occupies the acceptor level 

in silicon. The fact that in ref. [8) there was only· one 

distinct frequency in the spectrum obtained with a zero 

external magnetic field points to isotropic hyperfine 

coupling. It poorly agrees with the statement that the 

impurity atom JlAl is displaced from the lattice node. The 
behaviour of the relationship between temperature and the 

asymmetry coefficient obt.ained in ref. [8] Can be explained 

by local elastic stresses in the lattice with deformation 
-4 tensor components ~ 10 . 

To clear up the physical nature of the impurity centre 

resulting from capture of negative muons in silicon. one must 

Fig. 3. Pa-ramagnetic shift 

of the muon spin precession 
frequency in Si as 

a function of temperature. 
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study the temperature dependence of the paramagnetic shift 

and recovery of polarizatiori in strong longitudinal magnetic 

fields. The latter will allow independent determination of 

Qhf at a given temperature and a possibility of judging from 

polarization damping whether it is isotropic or tensor 

interaction. 

The authors express their gratitude to V.B.Brudanin and 

I.A.Yutlandov for providing a sample, and to Yu.B.Gurov for 

expert~s advice concerning semiconductor materials. 
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ropeJIKHH B.H. "p;p. El4-93-52 

Hccnep;osam-:1e nosep;enHH npwMeCHbrx aTOMOD o KpeMHMMf.t- SR-MeTOJlOM 

lfCCJ1e)1onar1a 3aBHCI1MOCTb OCT8TQqHOH OOJIS!pH3-'ilJ,HM OTJlHU,!lTt'JihHhlX MIOOHOB 8 Sl p-nma OT 

TeMneparyp&r s ]lwanaaone 4,2+270 K. HaMepenmr opono,nH.nHCb n nonepe~rHOM no OTHoweHHJO Y. 

HanpaarreHJUO HalfaJibHOi'! OOJH1pH38lJ,HH MJOOHHOI'O nyqKa BHCWHCM Man.J:HTHOM OOJIC C HaOpSDKCH

HOCTt.IO 0.08 T. KomJ;eHTpalJ;J·HI npHMeCeH B o6pa3lJ,e COCTaBJnt.IIR }, •1 013 C'M -S. flp11 TCMnepaTypax 

MeHhme 30 K na6mo.naeTCH pe.naKcau.uH cnHna MIOOH1. CKOJlOCTh peJUt.Kcau.uu npu J'a30 K paaua 

0,18±0,08 MJo::C-
1
• C yMeHbLUeHJIIeM TeMneparyphl Ct:OpOCTh pe-Jiat::C.IIU,HH YBeJIHqHBaCTCH H npH 

4.2 K COCTaMneT60nee 30 MKC -I. 3HalfeHHe OCT3TOlfHOH 00JIHpW'l3lJ,HH RJJYJJCROH MOMeHT opeMeHH 

p (t-()) BO BCeM)lJ.180330He TeMneparyp OOCTOSIHHO (npH 4.2KP (t-()) HCOOpC)leJieH8H3-3a BbiCOKOH: 

CKOPOCTH peJiaKcau.I-m). B o6nacTH T < 30 K }:(aHHhle no CKOpOCTH pe.n:aKcaU,HH xopomo onHCbiBa

IOTCsr aasucHMOCThiO A = B · T-q, rJle q-2. 75. CTeneuuaH 38BHCHMOCTb A c noKaaaTe,JJeM, 6nw3KHM 

K TpeM, MOmeT CBH,D:eTeJibCTDOBRTb 0 Cylll,CCTBeHHOH: p0m1 QlOHOHHOJ'O MCXaHH3Ma R pi"-JI~KCRU,HH 

SJieKTpOHHOJ'O MOMeHTft RKu;emopHO['() l.(eHTpa. 

Pa6om s&monueua B Jla6opaTopHH Sip;epH&IX npoGJJC.M OHSIH. 

npenpHHT Q6t,e):{HHeHHOJ'O HHCTHT)'Ta Sl]lepHhlX HCC.Ile}:lOBamuf. )l;y6ua, 1993 

GoreU:in V.N. etal. El4-93-52 

f.l- SR-Study of Behaviour of Impurity Atoms in Silicon 

The dependence of the residual polarization of negative muon~ in p-type Si on temperature in 

the 4.2+270 K range has been investigated. Measurements were carried out in external magnetic field 

of 0.08 T, transverse to the muon spin. The impurity concentration in the- sample wai'ii found to be equal 

to 2·10
13 

em - 3. Muon spin relaxation was observed at temperatures below 30 K. The relaxation rate 

at T-30 R is equal to 0.18±0.08 !J-S -I. The relaxation rate grows with decrease of temperature and at 

4.2 K exceeds 30 fA-S -I. The value of the residual polarization at zero time P(t-0) is constant within 

the whole temperature range (at 4.2 KP(t-0) was not determined because of the high relaxation rate). 

In the region T < 30 K, data on the relaxation rate are well described by the dependence 

A = B· r-q, where rr-2.75. Power dependence of A with q clOse to 3 may evidence an essential role 

of the phonon mechanism in the relaxation of the electron momentum of the acceptor center. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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